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This paper proposes a method of recognizing move-
ments of the mouth from images and implements the
method in an intelligent room. The proposed method
uses template matching and recognizes mouth move-
ments for the purpose of indicating a target object
in an intelligent room. First, the operator’s face is
detected. Then, the mouth region is extracted from
the facial region using the result of template matching
with a template image of the lips. Dynamic Program-
ming (DP) matching is applied to a similarity mea-
sure that is obtained by template matching. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed method is evaluated through
experiments to recognize several names of common
home appliances and operations.

Keywords: intelligent room, mouth movement recogni-
tion, template matching, image processing

1. Introduction

Home appliances have become essential to our every-
day lives. However, their multiple functions and advanced
functions often cause problems of operational complexity.
There have been many studies on using human gestures to
perform intuitive operations of home appliances or other
products familiar to people [1–4]. As shown in Fig. 1,
we set up cameras in the four corners of a room and built
an intelligent room in which the gestures of the operator
are recognized to operate home appliances [5, 6]. This
system recognizes the direction in which the operator is
pointing to select a home appliance to be operated. How-
ever, direction determination is difficult, and its stability
depends on the camera angle. In addition, in situations
in which both hands are full, such as in situations in the
kitchen, the operator cannot gesture with his/her hands.
We have therefore built a highly operable system that can
meet the operator’s requirements even if his/her body mo-
tion is limited. Such methods include voice recognition.
However, since voice recognition is susceptible to noise, it

Fig. 1. Conceptual figure of an intelligent room.

is difficult to obtain stable recognition results in situations
in which there is no microphone mounted. In terms of cost
as well, a system that operates only with cameras is more
desirable than one that needs cameras and microphones to
determine the operator in the room. We have built an in-
telligent room [5, 6] equipped with pan-tilt-zoom cameras
which capture the operator’s face with sufficient size in a
field of view of the cameras. A prior study [7] focuses on
movements of the lips and used mouth movement recog-
nition. The operator voices a function that he/she desires
and, in so doing, selects an operation target and operates
a home appliance. Some mouth movement recognition
methods have already been proposed [7–17]. These can
be categorized into the model-based methods [8–14] and
the image-based methods [7, 14–17]. The model-based
methods use geometric shapes to detect feature points,
such as the corners and the contour of the lips, and thus
obtain the area and width of the lips or the area of the open
mouth region as features. This method has less data vol-
ume and is robust against environmental changes, but the
difficulty of creating a model is a problem. On the other
hand, as the image-based method uses an image of the
area around the mouth, it does not require the building of
a complicated model, and it is thereby easy to obtain data.
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Fig. 2. Flow of mouth movement recognition.

However, since this method is based on intensity infor-
mation from images, it is susceptible to the position, size,
and shade of the mouth in the image. In an effort to handle
the problems inherent in the image-based method, Nakan-
ishi et al. determine the recognition range according to
the size of the operator’s face and the centroid position of
the region containing the open mouth in the image. This
reduces variation in the size of the mouth. In addition,
images of the recognition range are reduced in resolution
so as to respond to the mouth position displacement that
occurs during phonation [7]. In practice, for mouth move-
ment recognition implemented in the intelligent room, we
use the following features: a mouth image with reduced
resolution, the shape of the lips, and the shape of the open
mouth. Recognition using these features can achieve a
high recognition rate as long as the images are captured
by a fixed camera. However, if multiple network cameras
are used, as in an intelligent room, images need to be com-
pressed to reduce data volume. Compressed images have
low image quality, so these features make it impossible to
stably obtain the data. In addition, this type of recognition
is also susceptible to changes in lighting due to changes
in the position of the operator and in the lighting environ-
ment peculiar to rooms, such as changes caused by the
source of illumination being on or off [14].

This research proposes mouth movement recognition
using template matching as a method of obtaining the fea-
tures even from compressed images. In addition, the use-
fulness of the proposed method is discussed through eval-
uation experiments. The proposed method is also imple-
mented in an intelligent room, so its usefulness in a real
environment is discussed.

2. Flow of Mouth Movement Recognition
Processing

The flow of the proposed mouth movement recognition
method is presented in Fig. 2. First, a range of recognition
is determined. After the range is determined, the operator
starts moving his/her mouth. These movements are recog-
nized by performing DP matching, matching time-series
data of the features with pre-registered model data.

(a) Distance from a camera: 1 m

(b) Distance from a camera: 0.3 m

Fig. 3. Region for recognition of mouth movements.

Fig. 4. Detection of facial region.

3. Recognition Range Determination Method

To recognize the mouth movements, face detection and
lip detection are conducted on the obtained images in se-
quence to determine the recognition range. At that time,
as shown in Fig. 3, the recognition range is determined
so that the proportion of the lips in the recognition range
is constant, even if the distance between the operator and
the camera differs.

3.1. Face Detection

The OpenCV face detection module [a] is applied to
the loaded image to determine the position and size of
the face. We use the Viola and Jones’ method [18]. This
module encircles an area that is supposed to be a face, as
seen in Fig. 4. The center of the circle is the center of the
face, and the diameter of the circle is the size of the face.
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Fig. 5. Template image of lip.

Fig. 6. Result of lip detection.

3.2. Lip Detection
The position of the mouth is determined from the

detected center and size of the face. In addition, the
area around the determined position is extracted as the
mouth region. The mouth position is obtained empir-
ically. The lips are extracted by performing template
matching, matching the template of a lip image with the
extracted region. The lip template is created by synthesiz-
ing multiple images of lips (Fig. 5), thereby allowing de-
tection for any human subject. Fig. 6 presents an example
of lip detection. Multiple templates of different sizes are
prepared, and the width and height of the template with
the highest similarity are designated as the width and the
height of the lips. This allows the proportion of the lips in
the recognition range to be constant even if the distance
from the camera changes. The similarity is obtained by
normalized correlation of the following expression.
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Let M ×N be the size of the template, T (i, j) be the
pixel value of the template at the position (i, j) and I(i, j)
be the pixel value of the target image that are overlapped
with the template. The recognition range is determined
from the center, width, and height of the detected lip tem-
plate, and the image of the recognition range is resized to

(a) “a” (b) “i” (c) “u” (d) “m”

Fig. 7. Template images for recognition.

a specific size. The position and the size of the recog-
nition range are fixed during the recognition of mouth
movements.

4. Mouth Movement Recognition Method

After the system determines the recognition range, the
operator starts moving his/her mouth, time-series data of
the features are compared with the pre-registered model
data using DP (Dynamic Programming) matching [19,
20], and the entered word is recognized.

4.1. Recognition of the Beginning and End of
Mouth Movements

For the system to automatically recognize the timing
of the beginning and the end of mouth movements, after
the recognition range is determined, the differences be-
tween the consecutive frames of the image that are con-
verted to low-resolution are calculated. If the difference
is equal to or greater than a threshold value, the system
recognizes mouth movements as having started. After the
mouth movements have started, if the difference is equal
to or less than the threshold value, the system recognizes
them as having ended.

4.2. Acquisition of Features
As features for recognizing mouth movements, we use

the similarities that can be obtained by template match-
ing. As a template, a total of four images with differ-
ent mouth shapes are prepared. These are, more specifi-
cally, three images of the phonation of “a,” “i,” and “u,”
which are three of the five vowels used in the Japanese
language, and one image of the state of “m,” the clos-
ing of the mouth. The remaining two vowels, “e” and
“o,” are not used in this research because the mouth when
these vowels are phonated is very similar to that when “i”
and “u” are produced, respectively. Examples of individ-
ual images are presented in Fig. 7. The template is made
smaller than that of the recognition range to remove the
effect of mouth position displacement in the recognition
range (Fig. 8). Each of the four images is used as a tem-
plate in each frame, and template matching is performed
once for each template. Four similarities obtained as a
result of the template matching are obtained as features.
The similarity is calculated using Eq. (1). As an exam-
ple, the transition of similarity measured when the word
“light” is said is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Cancellation of position shift of mouth.

Fig. 9. Transition of similarity measure when “light” is said.

4.3. Comparison with Model Data

Comparison with model data is performed using DP
matching [19, 20]. DP matching is a method that takes
the expansion and contraction of a pattern into considera-
tion, even if the number of input data and the number of
model data are different due to a difference in phonation
speed. The number of frames of model data and input
data are denoted by M and N, respectively. The result of
the calculation of the template matching of model data at
the mth frame with the t th template of the four templates
is denoted by MTemp[m][t], and the result of the calcula-
tion of template matching of input data of the nth frame
with the t th template of the four templates is denoted by
Temp[n][t]. The distance T PD[m][n][t] (m = 1, . . .,M, n =
1, . . .,N, t = 1, . . .,4) is then obtained by the following ex-
pression.

T PD[m][n][t] =
|MTemp[m][t]−Temp[n][t]|√
MTemp[m][t])2 +(Temp[n][t])2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

The distance TT D[m][n][t] between the data pair of the
(1,1)th frame and the data pair of the (m,n)th frame in the
initial state is obtained by the following expression.

TT D[m][n][t] = min{TT D[m−1][n−1][t]
+2TPD[m][n][t],
TT D[m][n−1][t]+TPD[m][n][t],
TT D[m−1][n][t]+TPD[m][n][t]}

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

Using Eq. (3), the distance T TD[M][N][t] between the
data pair of the (1,1)th frame in the initial state and the
data pair of the (M,N)th frame in the terminal state is ob-
tained. The distance obtained is normalized, and the dis-
tance TValue[t] between the model data and the input data

Fig. 10. Input image using PTZ camera.

Fig. 11. Detection of waving hand.

is obtained using the following expression.

TValue[t] =
T TD[M][N][t]

M +N
. . . . . . . . (4)

The distance TValue[t] for each feature obtained by
Eq. (4) is added together using the following expression
so that the distance AllTValue of the total features is ob-
tained.

AllTValue =√
TValue[1]2+TValue[2]2+TValue[3]2+TValue[4]2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

The above processing is carried out for all the regis-
tered model data, and the model data with the minimum
distance between the model data and the input data are
used as a recognition result.

5. Implementation in Intelligent Room

The mouth movement recognition system is imple-
mented in the intelligent room [6] that we have built. In
the intelligent room, the operator is determined by detect-
ing a waving hand. Pan, tilt, and zoom are performed
on the detected hand waving position, and the operator’s
hand is captured in the field of view of the camera at a size
sufficiently large for the hand gesture to be recognized.
The way in which this method is implemented is as fol-
lows. First, the operator is determined by a waving hand
being detected. Fig. 10 shows an image obtained from the
camera, and Fig. 11 shows detection of the waving hand.
Next, pan, tilt, and zoom are preformed, directed at the
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Fig. 12. Face detection after first zoom.

Fig. 13. Face detection after second zoom.

detected position of the waving hand. After the first zoom
is finished, face detection is performed using the method
described in Section 3.1 (Fig. 12). After that, the camera
zooms in on the center of the operator’s face a second time
so that an image of sufficient size may be captured in the
field of view of the camera. Finally, the recognition range
is determined using the method described above, and the
mouth motion is recognized. Fig. 13 shows face detection
after the camera zooms in on the face.

6. Experiments

To verify the usefulness of the mouth movement recog-
nition system we have built, we conducted experiments.
Section 6.1 discusses the usefulness of the system when
fixed cameras are used, and Section 6.2 discusses the use-
fulness of the system when implemented in the intelligent
room.

6.1. Experiments Using Fixed Cameras
6.1.1. Experiment System

Our experiment system is composed of a Webcamera
C905m (Logicool, 640× 480 pixels), a PC (Core i7 CPU
930 2.80 GHz, DDR3 6.00 GB), and image processing
software (Intel OpenCV).

Parameters used for recognition range determination
are set as follows. The face radius obtained by face de-
tection is denoted by r, a range (−r/2,r/2) in the lateral
direction from the center of the face and (0,r) in the lon-
gitudinal direction from the center of the face is extracted,
and lip detection is performed on the extracted range. The

Fig. 14. Template image.

Table 1. Phonation time [ms].

template used for the lip detection is created by synthesiz-
ing seven images of lips. We create four templates with
different sizes. We empirically set the sizes of the four
templates: 80×44, 100×55, 115×63, and 130×77 pix-
els. The width and the height that are obtained by lip de-
tection are denoted by w and h, respectively, and a range
(−3/4w, 3/4w) in the lateral direction from the center
of the lips and (−h/2− 5, 9/8w− h/2− 5) in the longi-
tudinal direction from the center of the lips is extracted
and designated as a recognition range. The image of the
recognition range is resized to 200× 150 pixels, and the
size of the template used to obtain the features is set to
150× 130 pixels, which is smaller than the recognition
range. Mouth movement is considered started when 15
or more pixels have the pixel value difference between
frames of 12 or more in an image with resolution reduced
to 12×9 pixels. The sum of absolute values of each pixel
value difference must also be 600 or more. Mouth move-
ment is considered ended when there are 20 consecutive
frames in which the sum of absolute values of each pixel
value difference is 300 or less.

6.1.2. Recognition Experiments
We set up the camera in front of the subject at almost

the same height as the subject’s face, 0.4 m, and we con-
ducted experiments with one subject under fluorescent
light. Words to be recognized were “video,” “TV,” “light,”
“up,” and “down.” As model data, we used time-series
data of the features when the subject spoke each word
once. We used four types of templates (Fig. 14) that were
prepared by combining two types of images, i.e., an RGB
image and its gray-scale image of the recognition range,
with two other types of images, i.e., a template with its
resolution reduced to 15× 13 pixels and a template with-
out reduced resolution. After the subject performed each
mouth movement 50 times, we examined the recognition
rate. Table 1 presents the average phonation time of each
of the five words, and Table 2 presents the processing
time of template matching per frame and the processing
time of DP matching.

First, we conducted an experiment using the templates
and model data of the subject him/herself. The results
are presented in Table 3. In the following tables, “color”
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Table 2. Processing time of template matching and DP
matching [ms].

Table 3. Results of subject using his/her own template and
model data [%].

Table 4. Results of subject using another’s template and
model data [%].

represents color information where an RGB image is rep-
resented by “RGB,” a gray-scale image is represented by
“gray,” and “resolution” represents the size of an image.

In this case, we obtained the highest average recogni-
tion rate, 99.2%; even the lowest was 94.4%. These are
high recognition results regardless of the type of template.
This is because the features were obtained stably. When
using templates and model data of the subject him/herself,
the proposed mouth movement recognition system is use-
ful.

Next, we conducted an experiment using templates and
model data of a person other than the subject in order to
examine the recognition rate when the subject and the per-
son who produced the model data were different. The re-
sults are presented in Table 4.

In this case, the recognition rate was lower than that
when templates and model data of the subject him/herself
were used. This is because the use of another person’s
templates may produce higher similarity of a template
when a different sound is produced, even if the operator
and the template assume the same shape when producing
the same sound. Thus, it was not possible to obtain stable
features. Among them, the highest recognition result was
82.0%. This was the average recognition rate, obtained
when a template with gray-scale recognition range and
low resolution was used. This is because the gray-scale
and low resolution reduced the difference in the shape

of the mouth shape between individuals. Considering
the recognition results by word at this time, when saying
“video,” “TV,” “light,” and “down,” relatively high recog-
nition results were obtained. On the other hand, when
“up” was said, a low recognition result was obtained. Re-
sults of other templates indicate that there are words with
high recognition rates and others with low recognition
rates. This suggests that there are great differences in
recognition rates between phonated words.

6.1.3. Recognition Experiment with Increased
Number of Categories

We conducted an experiment with ten words for recog-
nition, “video,” “TV,” “light,” “up,” “down,” “channel,”
“volume,” “telephone,” “music,” and “OK.” We used
model data and templates from the subject him/herself.
The “RGB, 15 × 13” template type, which exhibited
the highest recognition rate in the experiment in Sec-
tion 6.1.2, was used. After the subject performed each
mouth movement 50 times, we examined the recognition
rate. The results are presented in Table 5. The average
phonation time and DP matching processing time of the
five newly added words are presented in Table 6.

In this experiment, the average recognition rate was
94.4%. Compared to when five words were targeted, the
recognition rate was lower but still high. The recognition
rate was lower than that in the experiment with five words
because an increase in the number of words resulted in
an increase in words with similar time-series data of the
features. This is best understood by the result of the in-
put of the word “up.” “Up” has the lowest recognition
rate and was misidentified as “channel” in the most erro-
neous recognition. This is because both “up” and “chan-
nel” have a similar progression of mouth shapes when
they are spoken; thus there is less difference in time-series
data of the features. The shape progression starts from a
state of “a” with the mouth wide open, then a state of
“m” with the mouth once closed, and lastly a state of “u”
with the mouth slightly open. As this shows, if there are
words with a similar progression of shapes of the mouth,
the recognition rate is lowered.

The above results indicate that the proposed method
can be used practically as long as the number of words
to be recognized is about ten.

6.2. Experiments Using Cameras in the Intelligent
Room

6.2.1. Experimental System
We used the camera that was set up in the intelli-

gent room, an AXIS 233D pan-tilt-zoom camera (640×
480 pixels). Other details were the same as those outlined
in Section 6.1.1.

6.2.2. Recognition Experiments
We conducted the experiments under fluorescent light.

The height of the subject’s face was −1.4 m, front 2 m,
3 m, and 4 m with respect to the pan-tilt-zoom camera.
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Table 5. Results of subject using his/her own template and model data [%].

Table 6. Phonation time and processing time of DP match-
ing [ms].

(a) 2 m (b) 3 m

(c) 4 m

Fig. 15. Images of intelligent room camera.

At all the positions, the subject was facing the camera.
Fig. 15 shows images captured by the camera at each po-
sition. As model data, we used time-series data of the
features when the subject spoke each word once. After
one subject produced each mouth movement 50 times, we
examined the recognition rate. Words to be recognized
were “video,” “TV,” “light,” “up,” and “down.” We used
model data and templates of the subject him/herself at a
position where the camera was 2 m in front of the sub-
ject. As outlined in Section 6.1.2, we used four types of
templates that were prepared by combining two types of
images, i.e., an RGB image and its gray-scale image of
the recognition range, with two types of images, i.e., a
template with its resolution reduced to 15×13 pixels and
a template with no reduction in resolution. The results are
presented in Table 7.

At the 2 m position, high recognition results were ob-
tained regardless of the templates. This is because the
distance at which the templates and the model data were
obtained and the distance at which the recognition exper-

Table 7. Results of subject using his/her own template and
model data with the PTZ camera in the intelligent room.

iment was conducted were the same, and thus time-series
data of the features similar to the model data were ob-
tained.

At the 3 m position, higher recognition results were ob-
tained using templates without reduced resolution. This
is because, although the position at which the experiment
was conducted and the position at which the template and
the model data were obtained were different, there was
less difference from the template image, and thus time-
series data of the features similar to the model data were
obtained without reduced resolution.

At the 4 m position, the highest recognition result was
obtained when using the gray-scale, low resolution tem-
plate. This is because the gray-scale, low resolution tem-
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plate best handled the difference in lighting and the angle
of the mouth, that are due to differences in the distance
from which the template was obtained. This indicates that
the proposed method will also work in the real environ-
ment of an intelligent room. However, the type of tem-
plate that will attain the highest recognition rate depends
on the position of the operator. Therefore, by changing the
type of template in accordance with the distance, a sys-
tem with a high recognition rate can be built regardless
of operator position. In addition, while this experiment
assumed a state in which the operator faced the camera,
there may be times when the operator has no choice but to
be at an angle to the camera in the room. If this happens,
the apparent difference from the template becomes great.
However, the results of this experiment indicate that the
use of low-resolution template images can compensate for
the apparent differences to some extent.

7. Conclusions

This study has proposed mouth movement recognition
using template matching as a method that allows for sta-
ble features to be obtained. In addition, a mouth move-
ment recognition system using the proposed method has
been implemented in an intelligent room. With the pro-
posed method, the operator’s face is detected, then lip de-
tection is performed using template matching from an ex-
tracted mouth region, and after that a recognition range
is determined. Four prepared images of different mouth
shapes are used as templates to obtain four similarities by
means of template matching. The prepared templates of
the mouth shapes are smaller than the recognition range
so that mouth position displacement is handled success-
fully. Time-series data of similarities are used as input
data and phonated words are recognized by means of DP
matching.

The usefulness of the proposed method has been veri-
fied through experiments using a fixed camera and cam-
eras in an intelligent room. The experiments using the
fixed camera indicate that a high recognition rate can be
obtained using model data and templates of the subject
him/herself. In addition, a high recognition rate can be
obtained even if the number of words to be recognized is
increased to ten. Operations of home appliances can be
hierarchized so that the number of necessary choices is
reduced to ten or less. Therefore, this method can be sat-
isfactory for the operation of home appliances in everyday
life. The experiments using the cameras in the intelligent
room indicate that the type of template that gives a high
recognition results depends on the distance between the
operator and the camera.

In the future, we intend to build a system that achieves
a stable, high recognition rate by combining face recogni-
tions to determine individuals, using model data and tem-
plates of the operator him/herself, and selecting templates
in accordance with the distance between the operator and
camera.
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